Nexign
Instant BSS
A pre-integrated out-of-the box BSS solution for
a quick start and easy extension of mobile business
Designed for fast and simple deployment, Nexign Instant BSS
facilitates the launch of new business lines for mid-sized communication providers and MVNO, accelerating project delivery
lifecycle and reducing time to market to just four months.

Easy Start
Four months to start
a new business

nexign.com

Simple three-step
project plan

Progressive scale-up
of business models
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Nexign Instant BSS Functional Scope

Three-Step Project Model

Nexign Instant BSS significantly reduces the decision-making process by providing
CSPs with a full understanding of the project scope, results and calendar.

Nexign collaboration platform facilitates project KPIs monitoring and simplifies
implementation process by dividing it into 3 consequent steps with clear objectives
and deliverables.

A well-defined solution scope incorporates a BSS stack covering mobile prepaid
services and Nexign’s best practices of project delivery and support.
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“Nexign’s Instant BSS can help CSPs
accelerate their deployment and go-to market
which is key to improving competitiveness
especially in emerging markets. The
Nexign Instant BSS’s open architecture
and transparent implementation offer CSPs
the flexibility to manage and maintain
the solution in-house or externally. This
adaptability, alongside the ability to adjust
the solution in step with rapidly changing

“CSPs are avoiding large-scale BSS
transformation projects and prefer to
engage with vendors on a well-defined
scope of small (timeline of a few months)
projects. This is the outcome of many
factors such as cost, complexities and
unclear future plans, as well as an increased
desire to control technology change
through in-house expertise”.

business environment will be an important
consideration for CSPs and MVNOs”.

Gartner. Market Guide for CSP Business
Support System Solutions, October 2020

John Abraham, Principal Analyst
of Analysys Mason
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Related Professional Services
Multilevel product and operations
training

Hyper-care period with advanced SLA for
support and maintenance service at the
start of the business

Consulting on extension opportunities
on Nexign platform

Benefits of Nexign Instant BSS Solution
Essential BSS Functionality

Out-of-the-Box Product Templates

Solution Extension

 Out-of-the-box business model
including delivery and integration

 Pay-as-you-go model with no monthly fee

 Support for a customer base of any size

 Architecture optimized for the mobile operator

 Package-based offers with configurable
voice/SMS/data volumes QoS-based bundles

 Open APIs for easy integration and
functionality extension

 360º customer view and lifecycle management

 Policy-based packages

 Extension to the converged platform

 Business processes library based
on Nexign’s best practices

 Rating discounts

 Extendable service model: Nexign professional
services for specific business operations

 Unlimited usage offer

 IT platform for transparent project management

 Pre-activated kit offer

 Guidance and multilevel trainings

 Non-telecom products (devices, subscriptions,
and cloud services)

 Complete set of documentation for solution
implementation, maintenance, and development
 Reinforced support at the star

Nexign Instant BSS solution is designed to deliver fast business results with
a lightweight billing and revenue management solution enabling a quick response
to the rapidly changing market requirements. As a business grows, the solution can
be transformed into a fully converged BSS platform ensuring functional scalability
without escalating systems’ complexity.
nexign.com

The open architecture and transparent implementation of Nexign Instant BSS
give CSPs a flexibility to run and maintain the solution by in-house support team
or local partner, or choose Nexign managed service model to focus on business
development and improve operational efficiency.
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